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ABSTRACT

This thesis paper discusses community participation strategies used in low—

cost rural water supply development. The paper also discusses the advantages

as well as constraints and limitations of comun~ty particLpation.

During the study the implementation strategies used in three projects located

in different provinces of Kenya were looked into. These projects were:

1) the Rural Water Supply Development Project in Western Province,

2) the Machakos Integrated Development Prograir~ne in Eastern Province and

3) Kwale District Coninunity Water Supply Project in Coast Province.

Mutual respect between the intervenor and the community being helped to develop

its own water supply is a very important parameter to the success of the project.

During the study the author found that the community preferred officers with

open mind — officers willing to take into consideration the coninunity’s

opinions seriously.

Conuiunicati.on media between the intervenor and the community was found to be

important in mobilizing the coninunity. The community members were not interested

in lectures from the field officers, but audio-visual aids such as films on

water and diseases or slide shows commanded large audiences. Music which is

used by most Mrican communities for relaying messages was being used in the

Western Project to mobilize the corrrnunity with good results.

In the Kwale Project women were trained to maintain the handpumps. The author

noticed that these women were interested in the maintenance work.

Besides the water supply projects, the coninunities were involved in other

development activities. The author found that some individuals in the community

were members of more than five development projects. In Machakos District the

departments involved in the Nachakos Programme worked in close cooperation

holding regular meetings. This enabled the different departments to work

harmoniously with the community.
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1 I~R0DUCTI0N

There are more than 2000 million people (about half of the world’s population)

living in the developing countries. More than 70 % of these people live in

the rural areas. It is estimated that three out of every five persons in

developing countries do not have easy access to safe drinking water. Addition-

ally, at present many of these countries do not have the required means to

provide each one with piped water. Besides many high technology solutions to

rural water supply development in these countries within the last twenty years

have failed because of their complexity, shortage of maintenance funds and

lack of coirinitinent to these projects by the beneficiaries. There is therefore

increased awareness of the importance of community mobilization and participation

and the use of a technology comensurating to the beneficiaries’ maintenance

capacity in rural water supply development. This has led donor countries and

recipient countries to take a keen interest in exploring prerequisites, strat-

egies and factors which are likely to facilitate coninunity mobilization and

participation in project identification, planning and construction as well as

operation and maintenance.

The strategy of the Ministry of Water Development in supplying water to the

rural areas has changed during the last six years. Instead of implementing

only piped water supply projects, low-cost water projects based on point water

sources are now under construction in many parts of the country. In this study,

community participation practices in three low—cost water supply projects are

considered. These projects have been selected so that they represent a broad

spectrum of Kenyan corrinunities living under different climatic and cultural

conditions. Figure 1 shows the areas covered by these projects.

The projects are:

1) Rural Water Supply Development Project in Western Province (later called

WesternProject)

The WesternProject which is a joint venture betweenthe governmentsof Kenya

and Finland started with phase I which covered the period from late 1983 to

December 1985. Phase II which began early 1986 covers the period 1986 — 1988.
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The Western Project is being implemented by a Finnish consultant called

Kefinco. In terms of design population (1,7 million by the year 2005), this

is the largest low—cost water supply project in Kenya at the moment. The

water supply is based on:

- groundwater utilization,

- protection of springs,

- rehabiUtation of some existing waterworks,

- construction of piped water supplies.

2) Machakos Integrated Development Progranine in Eastern Province (later called

NIDP)

The MIDP is financed jointly by EEC and the government of Kenya. It is one of

the pioneering projects in Kenya’s semi—arid areas. Phase I covered the period

between 1978 and 1982. Phase II covers the period from 1983 to 1986 and will

be followed by phase III covering the period between 1986 and 1991.

The MIDP is planned and executed by its own personnel in Machakos District.

The MIDP personnel consists of both local people and expatriates. The low—cost

water supply in NIDP is based on:

- sub—surface dams with wells equipped with handpumps,

hand-dug wells,

— gravity fed water projects.

Today there are also many non-governmental organizations (NGOs) working within

water supply sector in Machakos District. These NCOs rely on coumunity partici-

pation of the project beneficiaries. The Akamba people (inhabitants of Machakos

District) have a long history of coniuunity participation dating back to the

precolornal times.

3) Kwale District Coiiønunity Water Supply Project (later called Kwale Project)

Kwale Project is being implemented in two stages. The first stage is the South

Coast Handpump Project which was financed by the UNDP. The objectives of this

project were:
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- development of a handpump that can be used in rural water supplies with

limited maintenance requirements,

— supply of water to the communities living in this area with the communities

participating in the implementation of the project.

The project was implemented by the World Bank together with the Ministry of

Water Development. The implementation phase of the project ended in June 1985.

The testing of the installed handpumps is still going on. The second stage of

this project is the extension of the South Coast Haridpump Project to cover the

whole district. Implementation of stage two began in July 1985. The water

supply is based on:

— groundwater utilization,

— rainwater harvesting,

- protection of springs.
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2 COMMUNITYPARTICIPATION APPROACHTO RURAL WATERSUPPLY DEVELOPMENT

2.1 Community participation and low—cost

The WHO/UNICEF define community participation as “the process by which indi-

viduals and families assume responsibility for their own health and welfare

and for those in the coirinunity and develop a capacity to contribute to their

communities’ development” (Murray 1984). To some people, corrlinunity participation

is an ideology while to others it is a tool for planning and management.

Community participation became globally fashionable as a development tool in

the 1970’s. It was the rediscovery of the revolutionary coninunity development

experiments begun in several third world countries in the 1950’s. African

leaders, such as Kenya’s Jonio Kenyatta, had tried to draw up strong rural

traditions of community self-help as they prepared their countries for indepen-

dence from the colonial rule. A tradition of mutual help, such as Kenya’s

“harambee”, is not just a group of people coming together for a particular

cause, but a part of the coriinunity’s social system (Chauhan et al 1984).

Low—cost water supplies are those whereby at least their operating and most

maintenance can be afforded by the poorer sector of the community and some of

the capital and expansion costs can be paid for by the wealthier communities

(McPherson et al 1984). Most of maintenance requirements should be within the

resources and expertise of the community. Spareparts should be available within

easy reach by the coninunity. Any imported sparepart components should be light

and inexpensive in relation to the project.

The source of energy and type of equipment used for lifting water from the

source to the consumer is the most important parameter affecting the durability

and reliability of rural water supplies. Low-cost water supplies should be

planned and designed in order to enhance the locally available sources of

energy such as human, solar, wind and gravity forms of energy.
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2.2 Community participation strategy

2.2.1 Relationship between community and the intervenor

Community participation essentially is a process beginning with acknowledging

that people in the villages have a capacity to change their own life provided

that some resources and specific expertise can be made available to them

(Visscher 1983). The local community’s wealth of accumulated knowledge and

experience if integrated with the analytical methodology supplied by the

intervenor produces the best results as seen by the community.

The intervenor needs to understand why the community behaves as it does

(Hersey and Blanchard 1982). Reasons why one source of water is used and an-

other is not used should be understood. When the information obtained indicates

the existence of social and behavioral obstacles to achieving health benefits,

there are four strategies for dealing with the obstacles (Perrett 1980).

1) Motivational or promotional activities may be considered. These may involve

local leadership, demonstrations and/or persuasion through the use of mass

media.

2) Ensure that the technology is socially as appropriate as possible.

3) Consideration is given to dealing with behavioral aspects of maintenance.

This includes proper handling of the equipment as a preventive measure. This

minimizes the high cost of curative measures during breakdowns.

4) Activities such as health/hygiene information or education might be built

into the project.

Ironically, too often, participation in a community project tends to be treated

like a market research for a new consumer product (Chauhan et al 1983). If the

community is indifferent to the product, it is assumed that the answer is to

advertise the benefits more widely and educate the target population that this

is what it should want. Not often will the intervenor admit that the technology

applied was inappropriate. This lack of latitude by the intervenor makes the

community not to abandon the old facilities even as they use new ones (Chauhan

et al 1983). If the new technology fails the community still has its traditional

water sources.
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The intervenor should seek the opinion of the more influencial members of the

community as well as that of the community based workers. These community

based workers comprise of the following categories (Carefoot and Gibson 1984):

1) village health workers,

2) community health workers,

3) community health communicators,

4) family health workers,

5) school teachers,

6) traditional healers,

7) traditional birth attendants,

8) village social volunteers,

9) workers from other sectors (water technicians and local skilled persons).

The community based workers who have been in the area for a long time understand

the community felt needs. They know the level of service which is appropriate

for the conTmunity. In rural water supply development it is necessary to inte-

grate these coniriunity based workers in the activities of the water implementing

agencies in order to achieve the best results from improved water supplies in

the rural areas (Carefoot and Gibson 1984).

2.2.2 Role of women in water supply development

Water collection in rural areas is traditionally the work of women. The degree

of hardship arising from the quantitative and qualitative inadequacy of water

supplies is not easy to access. The task of collecting water takes from 4 to 6

hours a day. Estimates made in East Africa show that some 15 % of all energy

expended by women is used in carrying water (McDowell 1976). In spite of this,

women have been consistently excluded from all dialogue about the priority of

improved water supply, the possible improvements, the implementation strategy

and arrangements for operation and maintenance. The almost total exclusion of

women from the whole process of improving water supplies may well be the most

significant factor in the disastrous failure rate for improved supplies. There

is a challenge to the planners to work out practical methods for ensuring

women’s participation (Hannan—Andersson 1985).

During the author’s field study, it was noticed that the majority of the adult

population consisted of women. The men had gone to the urban areas to look for

jobs. Most of the rural development has therefore been left to women.
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In many communities women often do not speak in large groups containing men.

Women should be allowed by the community leaders to attend their (women only)

own meetings where they can express their feelings freely (Hannan-Andersson

1985).

Many communities have women organizations. In Kenya there are over 15000 women

groups belonging to different organizations (Rural Water Supply... 1985). These

women groups are distributed throughout the country. They can be mobilized by

the water agencies working in rural areas to take part in water development

activities.

2.2.3 Decentralization

In the late 1970’s and early 1980’s a growing interest in decentralization

was seen in many developing countries. It is now viewed as a way to (Gow and

Van Sant 1985):

1) improve the planning and implementation of development,

2) facilitate an effective popular participation in the process of development

In a more profound way than envisaged in earlier decentralization efforts.

Decentralization has not been smooth and fast in many countries. The main

obstacles to decentralization observed during this study are:

1) Existing organization structure

Many ministries have personnel organization charts which are very broad at the

lower echelons but very narrow at 1~heupper decision making level. This decision

making group is based at the ministries’ headquarters because there are no

posts in the districts. For this reason most of the issues from the districts

have to be referred to the headquarters. This obstacle may be overcome if the

ministries’ establishment is designed so that senior government professional

officers can work at the district level, but do not have to be called to the

headquarters after promotions.
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2) Governmentregulations

Governmentinstitutions in many countries are run according to a standardset

of procedures,rules and precedentsresulting in inflexibility and slow response

to field needs. It is not uncommon to see an officer travelling 50 km from

the field in a 7 ton lorry to the capital city to obtain an item worth less

than the fuel consumed by the lorry, while the same item could be purchased

in the field for almost the same price. It is therefore necessary to review

these procedures so that the senior government officers could exercise some

discretion in the field.

3) Opposition from individuals

Decentralization means less power and authority to some people at the top in

the ministries. They may be unwilling to delegate responsibility to the field

staff who, in turn, are unwilling to share their limited authority with the

local community. With decentralization, more people will handle government

resources, especially money, leading to a greater chance of misuse of the public

resources. There is therefore need to audit public funds regularly.

The government of Kenya decentralized its activities to the district level in

July 1983, when the “District Focus for Rural Development” strategy was intro-

duced. This decentralization included:

- Personnel

Government departments at the districts are now headed by senior government

officers who are qualified in their respective fields. Water departments at the

districts areheaded by engineers who have at least B.Sc. degree unlike earlier

when the districts were headed by technicians.

- Stores

In the past all the spareparts were obtained from a centralized store in

Nairobi. Now the activity of this central store has been decentralized to

the districts.
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- Procurement

In the past departmentsin the districts had very little power to give out

tenders or award contracts. All tenders above 4000 KES were handled in Nairobi.

Now district tender boards have been established with a mandate to award

tenders of up to 200000 KES.

- Finance

District treasuries have been established. All the payments for services

rendered in the districts are paid in the districts. Earlier all the payments

used to be made in Nairobi.

2.3 Organization structure in community participation in Kenya

2.3.1 Administrative organization

The provincial administration within the Office of the President is expected

to play a key role in the district focus for rural development strategy. Most

of the projects are initiated by the locational development committees which

are chaired by chiefs. The proposed projects from the locations are forwarded

to the divisional development committees which are chaired by district officers.

Both the locations and the divisions do not have technical capacity to provide

details of the projects. The purpose of both locational and divisional develop-

ment committees is to arouse the communities’ interest in the projects. Projects

are forwarded from the divisions to the district development committees. It Is

at this level where viability and priority of the projects is discussed. Figure

2 shows the organizational chart for the provincial administration and figure 3

shows the membership for district development committees.

District Water Engineers carry out planning and design of the district’s water

projects. Provincial Water Engineers study and approve the plans from the

districts.
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Figure 3. Membership for district development committees.

2.3.2 Community level organizations

In the Kenyan communities there are local leaders, both men and women. These

local leaders have different names in different communities. In Western Kenya

they are called ‘Linguru” and in Machakos they are called “Asee motui”. In

each sub—location there are five of these local leaders. They are appointed

by the coni.unity members. These village leaders are normally between 30 and

50 years old. They are resident in the coirnnunity with no intention of moving.

They must be literate.

When need for a water supply is felt by a conutunity, the community organized

by its leaders forms a water committee. The water committee is registered with

the Ministry of Culture and Social Services, which is in chargeof all commun-

ity based organizations. The project proposal is forwarded to the locational

development committee. The corrinunity begins to collect funds for the water

project. Many times the money collected is not proportional to the cost of the

project, but it makes the members of the community identify themselves with

the project.

H
from
(1mt nct
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2.4 Advantages of community participation -

In most cases the intervenor, whether a local engineer or a foreign agency,

comes from a better placed class in society than the community. The intervenor

and the community havedifferent standardsconcerning water supply. With

coninunity participation, a water supply that the intervenor considers as

primitive will be a great improvement to the community needs. Similarly the

objectives of the intervenor and those of the cornrnunLty in a water supply are

different. The community participates in the project to satisfy a physiological

need - need for improved water supply where water exists or need for any water

where water does not exist.

The intervenor is motivated either by a desire to help the less fortunate or

a desire to be recognised. The foreign donor with a need to be recognised

internationally will want to implement a project that attracts a lot of public-

ity irrespective of the coninunity’s needs.

The local engineer might prefer a water supply which providesa professional

challenge(such as a water supply requiring full treatment) whereas simpler

options (such as hand—dug wells) exist. When the community is involved, it will

ask for a water supply that serves the felt need for water. The community’s

choice of project is guided by the principle of satisfying the immediate need

of the participating members and groups. Figure 4 illustrates the motives of

the mntervenor and those of the corilnunity (Hersey and Blanchard 1982).

/~e~ Project
~‘actualisatiofN. designer

/ N Intervenor
/ Esteem Project

/ recognition donor

/ Social needs (“to belong”)~”\

Safety, shelter, warmth etc Community

Physiological needs: food, water, clothing etc

Figure 4. Maslow hierarchy of needs (Herseyand Blanchard1982).
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This local level ideology which can be summarised as “enlightened community and

collective self—interest’ is a very typical criterion for project choice (Mbithi

and Rasmusson 1977).

Many communities in the third world countries were colonized by some western

countries. The experience of their colonization is still fresh in many people’s

minds. If the community sees foreigners working in the rural areas without the

conInunity’s prior knowledge, the community becomessuspicious. With community

participation this misunderstandingdoesnot arise.

In coninunity participation, beneficiaries are physically involved, spending

their time, money and efforts. When their opinions are seriously considered

by the engineers and the health specialists, the community feels that the project

is theirs. In this way they take care of the project. Breakdowns due to vandal-

ism will be very few and in return the project will produce the required results

most effectively.

Services in many cases may be provided at a lower cost. This means that with

a limited amount of resourcesmore peoplecan benefit. Malawi experienced a

substantial saving in the central government’s exchequer due to coninuniLy

participation in water supply development. Before the coirinunity participation

was initiated the construction of a shallow well was 4000 USD or about 30 USD

per capita plus about 70 USD a year for maintenance. Through community partici-

pation the construction cost of a well was as low as 100 USD or less than 1 USD

per capita (one well was estimated to serve 130 persons) (Agarwal 1980).

The con-inunity participation approach is heavily biased towards the use of local

resources such as labour, local power for transportation (oxen and donkeys) and

local materials for construction (earth bricks and stones). Government funds

spent when there is community participation can be spread more widely to help

more people in the community (Chauhan et al 1983). Use of local materials

could also generate research that might be useful to other communities.

Corruiunity participation which involves people sharing ideas and working together

may act as a catalyst to further development efforts. Good ideas and organiz-

ational patternsusedby a certain community water supply could be utilized

by other groups.
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Cultural and social values are always considered when the beneficiaries are

involved in the process of developing their water supply projects. With colnMn—

ity participation there is also an intrinsic satisfaction that gives to the

members of the participating community a feeling of belonging and power.

2.5 Constraints and limitations of community participation

1) Pre—existinggovernment attitudes

Many governments and donors give lip service to community based programmes.

The governments are afraid of the political implications arising from coninunity

participation becausethis might createdemandswhich the governmentscannot

meet.

The ministries often have a technical bias. Standardsare jealously safeguarded

instead of considering the prevailing condition and the resources available.

Similarly the engineers lack skills in community work.

2) Pre—existing community attitudes

If there exists a government constructed, operated and maintained water supply

scheme in an area, the community might not support a coninunity basedwater

supply. They would argue why they are asked to contribute for construction of

their water supply while other peoplehave raceived a water supply from the

government.

Often a project idea is hatched by prominent persons in the community with

political ambitions. If these people fall out of favour with the same community,

an element of sabotage may crop in. Many projects have been started throughout

the country but some have been left incomplete. This problem has a double

negative effect. Besides waste of resources, the community is left demoralized.

The people are unwilling to continue contributing to what appears a “bottomless

pit”.

Similarly projects have been sit~ed in wrong places. Some projects have been

located in the most unsuitable places in order to benefit one or a few powerful

persons. Others have not been sited in the most appropriate place in order not

to benefit a group of people who are deemed political enemies of the conmiunity

leaders.
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Many so called “corrøinmities” are not located in village clusters and have no

experiencein collective decision making (Cross 1984).

The community has other developmentmatters to attend to. There are schools

to be built, farms to be cultivated and hospitals to be built. Depending on

the conununity’s most pressing need, the other activities might suffer or be

postponed.

3) During project planning

There is a possibility of having many possible water sources for a rural water

supply. For the same level of service, different alternatives have different

cost patterns. One source might require high capital cost but low operation

and maintenance cost while another might have a low capital cost with high

operation andmaintenancecosts. In terms of cost the best source is that which

during the assumed project lifespan costs less at today’s value of money. In

most cases the coninunity, unless guided, selects the alternative with low in-

itial costs which is not necessarily the cheapest alternative.

4) During project construction

During the field study the author was informed that if all those who have to

work turn up the same day, there are problems of control. The quality of work

is poor. It is also difficult to know who has attended and who has not. Some

people talk while others work due to the shortage of working tools. It is thus

difficult to determine ~he actual time spent on the project.

In trying to solve the above organizational problems, the approach that has

been taken in DANIDA sponsored schemes in Tanzania is to distribute work to

people by using the existing political structure of ten cell units in the

village level. Manageable groups of two to three ten cell units are given a

particular task on a specific day. The advantage of this system is that all

members from a ten cell unit know eachother. It is not possible to abscond

without being noticed (Nujwahuzi 1985).

At times the community starts a large project expecting support from some organ-

ization. The money or material so expected does not come. If it comes, it is

not sufficient. This has been a common problem in water supply projects started

by small non-governmental organizations (Mcpherson et al 1984).
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5) During operation and maintenance

Many self—help water supplies have been designed and constructedwithout

considering the source of resources for operation and maintenance. Shortage

of funds and qualified staff has caused many such water supplies to stop

operating (McPherson et al 1984). In some cases, construction of systems

requiring high operation and maintenance costs instead of simple systems has

aggravated the situation. In many cases the provision for spareparts is not

considered when opting for a type of machine or technology in self—help water

supplies. Some charitable organizations, especially those from outside Kenya,

have donated unfamiliar pumping sets to some water projects. For a short time

these pumping sets work. Then comes a breakdown. Throughout the country the

required sparepart is not available. A newly completed water supply becomes

inoperational. The users having contributed time and money to build up the

system consider that it is the responsibility of the government to repair the

facility during a breakdown. User participation has been seen as a mechanism to

reduce construction costs of projects and not as a way of promoting long term

project operation and maintenance (McPherson et al 1984).

Absence of preventive maintenancehas increased the cost of maintenance. Accord-

ing to a pump repairman in South Kabras, Kakamega District, the well committees

are not readily willing to have the bearings of their handpumps replaced while

the bearings still function though there is a sign of wear. In some cases,

this has caused the handle axle to wear out or the handle itself to break down.

A pair of bearings costs between 70 and 100 KES. The handle axle costs upto

350 KES and the handle costs upto 480 KES.

Some well committees do not know how many members they have. There are no proper

records. This has made it difficult to collect funds for maintenance from all

the water consumers.
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3 EXISTING WATERSUPPLY SITUATION IN KENYA

3.1 Government policy on water supply development

Shortly after independence, Kenya set an objective of providing a securesafe

water supply to the entire rural population and its livestock by the year 2000

as a prerequisite to rural development (Tippetts-Abbett-McCarthy-Stratton 1980).

This objective is constrainedby factors such as (McPherson et al 1984):

- very high population growth of nearly 4 % per year,

— insufficient financial resources from the government to construct new schemes

as planned and operateand maintain the existing ones,

— more than 60 % of Kenya is arid or semi-arid with very limited surface water

resourceswhile groundwaterstudieshave not yet beendone for the whole

country.

Nevertheless, the government is still committed to its objectives. During the

1984 - 1988 Development Plan, the general objectives regarding water develop-

ment include (Valdelin et al 1984):

— the adoption of water distributive practices and water pricing policies

which will ensure that social objectives are not ignored,

— the provision of incentives for efficient water use and penalizing wasteful

or environmentally harmful water use practices, and

— recognition of the principle of cost sharing so that people make contribution

towards the provision and maintenanceof water services.

These objectives will be reached by adopting among others the following

strategies (Valdelin et al 1984):

- The beneficiaries contribute significantly towards the construction and main-

tenance of facilities. In order to minimize the cost of providing water to

people in their homesteads, individual farmers will be encouraged to employ

cost effective technologies such as roof catchment, wells and construction

of small rural dams.

— Cost recoverywill be an essential element in the water supply programmes.

In the rural areas water rates should cover at least the direct operation

and maintenance costs of water supplies.
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3.2 Agencies involved in water supply sector

Three major groups of organizations are involved in the water and sanitation

sector.

1) The government of Kenya

The Ministry of Water t~veloçinent is the principal government agency in water

supply. In the rural areas the ministry has two programmes.

- Rural Water Supply Programme

Under the Rural Water Supply Programme, projects are financed, constructed,

operated and maintained by the ministry. Revenue is collected by the district

treasuries in conjunction with the Ministry of Water Development. In the past

the Rural Water Supply Programme stressed the provision of piped water supply

br rural areas.

- Self—help Programme

This programme started in the early 1970’s. In it the government supports small

scale community efforts to solve their water needs. The sources of funding for

the Self-help Programme have been:

a) Foreign donor finance

In the late 1970’s the government of the Netherlands provided to the government

of Kenya a loan of 70 million KES. This loan which was in form of commodity aid

only covered the purchase of pipes and fittings. The beneficiaries were to pro-

vide free labour. The government of Kenya had to provide the skilled labour.

In addition the beneficiaries were to contribute funds amounting to 5 % of the

cost of the project. The loan was to assist 120 self—help projects throughout

the country. Only 59 of the proposed 120 projects were undertaken. Today about

half of these 59 projects are partly or fully operational. Some of the supplies

are operated by the beneficiaries while others have been taken over by the

Ministry of Water Development.
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In 1978 the EEC provided funds to cover self—help water supplies in the country.

This programme was called EEC Micro Project. About 28 projects were covered

under it. The beneficiaries were to contribute 25 % of the total cost. They

were also required to operate and maintain these water supplies.

b) Local finance

The government of Kenya has financed many self-help water projects either through

Rural Development Fund (RDF) at the district level or through normal annual

voted estimates of the Ministry of Water Development. During the 1979 - 1983

Development Plan, the government had planned to spend 254 million KES in the

Self-help Programme. During the 1984 - 1988 Development Plan period, the rural

Self—help Progranine is to receive 362 million KES.

The beneficiaries have contributed time, money and labour to the self—help water

supplies. Although it is difficult to quantify in monetary terms the contribu-

tion through free labour from the corrinunity, the author estimates that nearly

20 % of the rural population served with improved water supply is through their

efforts.

2) Multilateral and bilateral agencies

The contributions of funding take many forms. The precise way in which the

agencies are involved depends on separately negotiated agreements with the

government of Kenya (McPherson et al 1984).

3) Non—government organizations (NGOs)

The non-government organizations working in the water sector in Kenya are many

in number and varied in nature. Broadly, these NCOs may be classified into two

groups:

— those directly affiliated with a church organization, and

— those working independently.

Although none of these organizations spends more than a few million shillings

per year, the contribution of some NGOgroups is far more effective in terms of

returns per dollar spent than that of larger organizations (Mcpherson et al 1984).
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3.3 Present water supply coverage in Kenya

The population of Kenya, according to 1985 estimates, is 19 million. Out of

this 16 million or about 85 % live in the rural areas (Rural Water Supply...

1985). The rural population with access to improved water supplies is estimated

to be 4 to 20 % with widely varying figures from province to province. Water

consumption ranges from 50 1 per capita per day for those with individual

connections to 10 1 or less per capita per day for those supplied through

point source water supplies such as wells and protected springs (Rural Water

Supply... 1985). The rx,~ilation coverage of 4 to 20 ~ is based on design

population aix! considers the Ministry of Water Development supplies only.

A study based on the existing number of water supplies which are operated and

maintained by the Ministry of Water Development gave a population coverage of

only 3,5 to 4,2 % in the middle of 1982. The results of this study are summar-

ized in table 1.

Table 1. Population coverage per province (Valdelin et al 1984).

Province

Central 41 88

Eastern 40 53

Coast 34 94

Western 27 77

Nyanza 37 187

Rift Valley 85 17

North-Eastern 10

Total

Connections Estimated

Flat rate Metered population
individual jfl~j thial coverage

pc~s - - ~ —-

8344 5463

6459 3960

0 1209

2231 1928

296 849

1192 2014

7,5 9,2

5,0 5,1

3,0 3,3

3,3 3,4

1,9 — 2,0

1,2 — 1,5

0,7 — 0,8

3,5 — 4,2

Assumptions:

Kiosk supplies:

Flat rate individual connections:

Metered individual connections:

Schemes Kiosks

0 126

274 516 18648 15545

122

200 persons/kiosk

13 — 16 persons/connection

8 — 11 persons/connection
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Two reasons mainly account for the discrepancy between the design coverage

figures and the actual figures:

1) In the design calculations, it is assumed that:

— 30 - 40 % of the population will be served through individual connections, and

- 60 - 70 % of the population will be served through water kiosks.

In a typical piped water supply 30 % of the population is served through

individual connections. The water kiosks serve only 5 % of the population

(Valdelin et al 1984). Thus only 35 % of the design population is served.

Through individual connections having the flat rate (where the charges are

fixed irrespective of the water consumption) more people per connection are

supplied than assumed in the design calculations. People expected to obtain

their water from the water kiosks, obtain it from their neighbours who have

flat rate individual connections.

2) Inadequate operation and maintenance funds, negative and demoralizing atti-

tude towards many completed projects inter efficient working of many water

supplies. During the author’s field visit to Busia District in Western Province

in November 1985, the following information in table 2 regarding the seven

piped rural gazetted water supplies in the district was gathered. (Gazetted

water supplies are operated and maintained by the Ministry of Water Development.)

Table 2. Rural gazetted piped water supplies in Busia District.

Connections Days without Days without
production (1985) production in

Metered Flat the three months
rate __________________

pcs pes July August September

Busia Hills 51 0 20 31 30 81

Port Victoria 61 0 13 9 6 28

Sio Port 24 0 11 2 3 16

Funyula Nangina 35 0 31 31 30 92

Nunana 14 0 4 9 7 20

Bujumba 43 0 9 5 10 24

Walthungu 17 0 5 10 5

-S
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The total ntinber of corliections in all the seven water supplies is 247.

Assuming that the number of connections in each water supply is proportional

to the water produced, the effective time when all the seven supplies have

been out of operation (given by equation 1) is 45 days in three months or

50 % of the time.

7z:.........
T= ws=l (1)

247

where T = number of effective number of days when all the seven water

supplies did operate in 3 months

C = number of connections in each water supply

D = days the supply did not operate

3.4 Cost of water supplies

3.4.1 Development costs

Expenditure of 402 million KES had brought water to 1,46 million rural people

by 1976. An expenditure of 5760 million KES at 1976 prices was foreseen as the

minimum investment required to serve an additional 13,6 million people by the

target year 2000 (Tippetts—Ahbett—NcCarthy—Stratton 1930). The per capita cost

of this estimate was 425 KES at 1976 prices.

Table 3 shows costs of water supplies either at the final design or under

construction. The water supplies are in different parts of the country and are

also based on different types of sources of water.

Arnboseli is the most expensive in the table with per capita of 5760 KES. This

project covers a very large area, half of the area covered by Western Kenya

Rural Water Supply. However, the population is 100 times lower than that of the

Western Kenya Rural Water Supply. Most of the water in this area is for live-

stock. The condition found in Amboseli is common to many parts of Kenya where

the population density is low.



Table 3. Cost of water supply schemes.

Scheme District

(Province)

Supply

area

Design

potulation

Demand Cost estimate KES Type of

water supplyTotal

x io6

Per

capita KES/1/d~2 x l0~ m3/d 1/c/d

Amboseli Kajiado

(Rift Valley)

1885 16,5 2450 148,5 95 5760 38,8 Surface piped

water project

Kikoneni Kwale 470 88 4178 47,5 35 398 8,4 Surface piped

(Coast)

Kiteta Nachakos

(Eastern)

894 221 16156 73,1 118 534 7,3 Storage dam ÷

pumping

Greater Nakuru Nakuru

Kericho

Baringo

3250 1017 112383 110,5 2340 2300 20,5 Surface piped

gravity + pumping

Gatango Muranga

(Central)

180 114 8300 72,8 50 439 6,0 Gravity

Western Kenya Kakamega 3653 1681 65000 39,0 850 505 13,0 Groundwater

Rural Water Bungoma handpumps

Supply BusIa

Siaya

•1
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The Western Kenya Rural Water Supply has community participation. The per

capita of 505 KES does not include the coffinunity contribution in the project.

One well is assumed to supply 200 persons. This makes the cost of a well

equipped with a handpump 101000 KES or 6310 tJSD.

The mean per capita cost of nearly 41 proposed piped water supply projects at

design stage within the Ministry of Water Development is around 1000 KES. The

current development buñget is around 700 million KES. All this money does not

go to actual water development activities. Nevertheless, even if all the money

was spent on water supply development, this gives a per capita of nearly 600 KES

by the year 2000. There are therefore three options if the objective of pro-

viding the whole rural population by the year 2000 is met:

I) increase the development budget so that the per capita expenditure on water

is nearly 1000 KES,

2) increase the community participation so that the beneficiaries contribute

nearly as much as the government’s contribution, or

3) implement low—cost water supply projects which are designed to utilize

locally available resources.

It is the author’s opinion that the government’s development budget is unlikely

to be increased to the required level.

3.4.2 Operation and maintenance costs

Operation and maintenance of water supplies vary widely depending on the type

of scheme and level of service. Costs of operation and maintenance of piped

water supplies during the 1982/1983 are shown in table 4.

The design criteria assumes that in the rural areas, 70 % of the population

consumes 25 1/c/cl and the other 30 % consumes 50 l/c/d, giving an average of

33 held for the whole rural population. If all the 16 million rural people

were served with piped water, the total consumption would be 190 million m3

per year (table 5).
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Table 4. Operation and maintenance costs of piped water supplies in KES/m3

(Valdelin et al 1984).

(16 KES = 1 USD, December 1985)

Operation
and main-
tenance costs

* Direct operation
and iaintenance

** Total operation
and maintenance

Total operation and
maintenance + capital ***

0,30 0,60

1,50 2,10

3,50 4,60

2,40

3,90

6,40

* Direct operation and maintenance considers

parts for equipment.

** Total operation and maintenance considers

~ In design calculations the lifespan of a

only the costs of fuel and spare-

* plus the overhead costs.

water supply project is 30 years.

Table 5. Estimated operation and maintenance costs for 190 million m3 of piped

water in KES.

Operation
and main-
tenance costs

Gravity schemes

Untreated
KES

Treated
KES

Pumping schemes

Treated
KES

Direct operationand

maintenance

Total operation and
maintenance
Total operation and
maintenance + capital

Gthvity schemes Pumping schemes

Untreated Treated Treated
KES/m3 KES/m3 KES/m3

57 114

285 399

665 874

456

741

1216

The present recurrent budget is around 300 million KES. This budget covers

salaries as well as other recurrent expenses. With proper financial management,

the present recurrent budget should be able to provide water to the presently

served 20 % of the rural population.
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3.5 Past history of community participation in Kenya

The community participation or self-help movement known as “Harainbee” in Kenya

within construction and maintenance of improved water supply sector has grown

rapidly since Kenya’s independence in 1963. However, con~nunity participation

in construction and protection of traditional water sources has always existed

in many communities, especially those living in arid and semi-arid parts of

Kenya.

During the colonial period the African Development Committees (now county

councils) constructed some water supplies mainly in market places. Some county

councils did not have adequate resources to maintain those water supplies.

They were handed over to the beneficiaries. Since the beneficiaries were not

ready and prepared, many of these water supplies fell into disuse. Figure 5

shows an abandoned storage tank of a former county council water supply.

Figure 5. An abandoned storage tank of a piped water supply scheme constructed

by a county council in Busia District.

I,,,~, -

~
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The colonial government, through a governmentdepartmentcalled African Lands

Development(ALDEV) constructeda number of water supplies in the rural areas.

These water supplies were mainly earth pans or dams without any pipe network.

They were used by both people and livestock. Since these dams were constructed

through forced community labour, the community showed apathy towards the water

supplies.

In the mid and late 1960’s, the Ministry of Health through the Public Health

Department in conjunction with the UNICEF constructed a number of water supplies

throughout the country. The communities were involved during the construction

of these water supplies. The projects were designed by public health technicians

from the Ministry of Health who lacked proper knowledge in the design of

water supply projects. Slowly these water supplies began to disintegrate until

most of them were non-operational because of technical reasons.
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4 COMMUNITYPARTICIPATION IN RURAL WATERSUPPLY DEVELOPMENT

PROJECT IN WESTERN PROVINCE

4.1 Description of the project and project area

The ~1esternProject is a joint venture between the governments of Kenya and

Finland. It is being implemented by a Finnish firm called Kefinco. The Western

Project is developing five types of water supplies:

a) hand-dug wells equipped with handpumps,

b) machine drilled wells equipped with handpumps,

c) spring protection programme,

d) rehabilitation of old water supplies, and

e) construction of piped water supplies.

The emphasis of the Western Project is on groundwater resources. About 7000

handpurnp wells and some 1000 protected springs are planned (McPherson et al

1984).

This study covers only a), b) and c). These three types of water supplies have

community participation starting from the siting of wells and springs to the

operation and maintenance of the handpumps used in the wells. The community

participation in e) is limited only to project identification at the district

development committees, while in d) there is no community participation.

The project has two categories of staff:

1) llanagement staff

The management staff consists mainly of Finnish experts stationed at Kakamega.

The number of these experts is limited to 10. There are plans to have Kenyans

in the project management team.

2) Coninunity participation staff

The community participation staff consists of Kenyans. Most of them come from

the project area. The field staff is divided into five groups:
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— siting team,

- geosurvey team,

- maintenance team,

— coninittee reactivating team, and

- community training team.

To the author there did not seem to be much interaction between the Provincial

Water Office and the Western Project because both were operating in different

areas within the province.

The project covers parts of all the three districts of Western Province, namely

Kakamega, Bungoma and Busia, and Siaya District in Nyanza Province. The total

project area is 3653 km2. This constitutes 50 % of Western Province and 5 % of

Nyanza Province. The present population in the project area is 810000 people,

which makes 222 persons per km2. The population growing at the rate of 3 - 3,5 %

annually is expected to reach nearly 1,7 million by the year 2005.

The mean annual rainfall in Western Province varies from 1000 mmnear lake

Victoria to about 2000 mm in the area near Kakamega. According to the Ministry

of Water Development classification based on rainfall, the project is in a

high potential area (over 1000 mm).

Western Kenya is rich in surface water resources. Lake Victoria, one of the

largest fresh water lakes in Africa, i~ within Western Kenya. There are also

many perennial streams in this area. In spite of all these surface water

sources, the amount of potable water is limited. Cholera, bilharzia and other

waterborne diseases are fairly common in many parts of the project area.

The per capita income in this area is one of the lowest in the country. The

per capita of Western Province is only higher than that of the dry arid North-

Eastern Province. In 1976 it was 660 KES which was 37 % of the national average

(Rural Water Supply... l98~).
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4.2 Ccirinunity preparation

4.2.1 Increasing consumer awareness and motivation

Improved water supplies alone will not make people healthier. People get sick

from drinking or washing with dirty or infected water. However, they do not

necessarily become healthier by obtaining their water from an improved source.

western Project realising the importance of health education established a

training team. For public motivation the training team has a mobile film show,

music instruments and demonstrative drawings. During the day-time the six

members of the training team are discussing water problems with the well com-

mittees. In the evenings from 18.00 to 21.00 the training team moves to the

market places or to school compounds to educate the water consumers through

public talk, music and film shows.

The film shows indicate the three stages at which water could be contaminated

or polluted:

1) Contamination at the well

If dirty objects are placed at the spout of the handpump, water will be contami-

nated as it passes into the containers used for carrying water home. Dirty

containers will also contaminate water from the well.

2) Contamination on transit

Water carried in open buckets is exposed to all forms of pollution. Using dirty

leaves to cover the water may also contaminate it.

3) Contamination in the house

Stonige of water in a clean environment is important. The community is advised

to store drinking water in different containers from the water for washing.

The community is educated also through posters showing how diseases move from

a sick person through water to another person.
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At present it might be difficult to gauge the impact of this cormnunity educa-

tion suffice to say the instancesof cholera which have been rampant in this

area have fallen considerably.

Figure 6 shows one possible way of contaminating clean water. Figure 7 shows

the training team singing the “Water and health” song.

Figure 6. Dirty leaves can contaminate clean water. The well is in Busia

District in Western Province.
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Figure 7. Training team singing “Water and health” song in Kakamega District.

4.2.2 Well caiinittees

For the success of rural community operated and maintained water supplies,

formation of effective committees is of great importance (Charnock 1985). In

the project area 637 well committees had been formed by October 1985. This

number is always increasing as new wells are completed. The breakdown of these

committees is as shown in table 6.
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Table 6. Well corrimittees per district in Western Project established by

October 1985 (Kefinco 1985 a).

District Wells with committees Well committees

in school in public total without proper
compounds places information

Kakamega 88 186 274 55

Bungoma 30 55 85 7

Busia 55 82 137 8

Siaya 25 19 44 _27

Total 198 342 540 97 — -~

Each well committee has 9 - 14 members. It is required that at least half of

the members are women. The well committee members must be full time residents

in the project area. The chairman, secretary and treasurer of the well committee

must be able to read and write the Swahili language. School head teachers are

members of well coninittees for wells located in school compounds. The committees

are formed as soon as a well has been sited in the area. Even before the well

has been dug or drilled, the training team moves to the area to discuss with the

committee about the ways and means of operating and maintaining the proposed

well and handpump. The following topics are discussed in the meeting:

1) maintenance revenue collection,

2) well cleanliness and utilization of the run-off water for growing vegetables,

and

3) proper record keeping.

Before the well is equipped with a handpump the team is required to have raised

over 1000 KES. During the operating phase of the well, the training team from

time to time will visit the well committee to discuss the progress and condi-

tion of the well. Figure 8 shows a well committee and the training team dis-

cussing the revenue collection. The well (seen in the background) had broken

down. It was repaired by the maintenance team after only two days.
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Figure 8. A well committee discussing with the training team during a well

handpump breakdown in Busia District.

4.2.3 Training courses for pump attendants

The pump attendant training courses started in February 1985. The courses are

held in the field near the water project beneficiaries.. They were designed to

last for six days but due to inadequate training staff (there are only six

training officers covering the whole project area) the training period has

temporarily been reduced to three full days.

The subjects covered during the course include:

1) water related diseases and health,

2) home hygiene and sanitation,

3) handpump structures and their mode of working,

4) handpump faults, repairs and preventive maintenance,

5) water wells, structures and construction, and

6) responsibilities of well committees.
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The course is divided into three parts:

1) Theory work

Theory work includes lectures, film shows and demonstrative drawings. Common

parts of the handpumps used in the area are also shown to the participants.

2) Group discussion

The class is divided into random groups of ten persons each. The groups are

given tasks and asked to formulate their solutions. A spokesman for each group

then presents the solution.

3) Field demonstration

The participants visit a number of wells with different mak~sof handpurnps.

Some of these handpumps would be dismantled and reassembled while the partici—

pants watch. There are plans to have the participants taking part in the

exercise of dismantling and reassembling. The participants are also shown

proper methods of handling handpumps.

At the end of the course the participants are given a small test after which

all of them get a certificate.

The author attended the course offered 22 — 24 November 1985. There were over

40 participants - nearly equal number of men and women. The course was opened

by the leader of women groups in South Kabras Location. Also in attendance as

participants were:

— one sub—chief from the location,

- a Ministry of Health technician from the division,

— a Ministry of Culture and Social Services officer from the division, and

- a number of school teachers from the area.

The presence of the officers as participants was very useful. The participants

from the community felt the importance of such a course when they saw these

officers attending.
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The participants were also provided with free lunch. This was observed to

promote good public relations. The participants were very enthusiastic about

this course. They felt that three days was very short for such an important

course.

The course was closed by the chief of the area who also presented certificates

to the participants. He advised them to take good care of their wells and

practise what they had learnt. Figures 9 and 10 show participants at the

South Kabras Location course.

Figure 10. Chief of the area presenting certificates to the participants. Third

from left is a sub-schief who participated in the course.

Figure 9. Participants during group discussion in groups of ten. South Kabras

Location in Kakamega District.

_ r
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4.2.4 Training of repairmen

The repairmen have been operating only in two areas on experimental basis.

The experience gained in this pilot maintenance programme has been positive

so far.

The objective of the project management is to have two repairmen in large

locations and one in small locations. All the well committees in the location

nominate a person who must be trusted and permanently staying in the location.

Persons with basic knowledge in similar pursuits such as bicycle repairing or

blacksmiths are preferred.

Through a series of interviews by the Western Project, one or two persons are

selected. The project plans to produce two to three repairmen during the phase

II which has just started. Currently the training courses take between two to

three months. The courses are contacted in Kakarnega town and they include:

1) knowledge on working principles of different types of handpumps,

2) knowledge on different parts of a handpump,

3) more emphasis on the types of handpumps used in the area of the repairmen,

4) public relations,

5) stores and record keeping,

6) field demonstrations on handpump repair.

Additional training for the already trained repairmen will be necessary from

time to time especially when new types of handpumps are introduced in the area

or when the performance of the repairmen needs improvement. Additional training

programmes which will take two months have been planned. The repairmen will also

be given on-the—job training by the project training team.

4.3 Project implementation

4.3.1 Siting of wells and springs

Siting of a well in an area is governed by the following conditions.

1) The well should be within the communities’ area administratively. Hence a

community cannot site a well outside its location. The chiefs and the assistant

chiefs help the conirrunity with regard to the location’s boundaries.
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2) The proposedwell site shouldbe a top priority area. Preferenceshould

be given to schools, health centres, churches,market areasor the village

centre.

3) The well should be able to serve 200 peoplewithin a radius of 1 km.

4) The well is not a private property. The Western Project has a programme

indicating the time and number of wells to be constructed in an area during a

particular time. This information is given to all the areas concerned so that

it could be dJscussed at the locational and divisional development committees.

When the time to move to an area comes, the Western Project’s cczmiunity training

and development officer informs the area’s chief through writing. A week later

the siting teammoves to the area. Togetherwith the area’s assistantchiefs

and corilnunity leaderscalled “Linguru” possible sites for wells are selected.

The number of permanent springs in the project area was identified and documented

during phaseI of the project. However, the number of springs that can be pro-

tected in an area at a particular time is fixed. If there are more springs in

an area than can be protected at that particular time, the community gives its

priority of the springs to be protected.

After well siting the community training and developmentofficer organizesa

meeting in the area. Representatives from relevant government ministries and

other local leaders in the area are invited to attend this meeting. The most

important reason for this meeting is to arouse the conuiiunity’s enthusiasm. If

the community is not interested in the project from the beginning, there is a

great probability that the system will not be widely used or that it will fall

into disrepair in a short time (Falkenmark 1982). The order in which the wells

will be constructed in each sub—location is also discussed in this meeting.

Figure 11 show-s the corrtnunity training and development officer discussing with

community representatives during a well siting processin Buchumba Location in

Busia District. In this meeting there were representatives from the following

ministries:

1) Office of the President — sub—chiefs,

2) Ministry of Health — divisional health technician,

3) Ministry of Culture and Social Services — divisional community officer.
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Notably absent from this meeting was a representative from the Ministry of

Water Developnent.

Figure 12 shows representativesfrom two of the four sub-locations discussing

the priority order in their sub—locations.

Figure 11. A well siting discussion in Busia District.

Figure 12. Members discussing the priority list in their sub-location in Busia

I
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Within one to three months after identifying the well sites, the geosurvey

team carries out a study to determinethe exact well sites and also which

wells will be dug by hand and which wells will be machine-drilled. In the

earlier phases of the project geophysical methods were not used and nearly

50 % of the wells were dry. When resistivity surveyswere introduced, an almost

100 % success rate hasbeen achieved. The cost of a resistivity survey is

approximately 5 % of the cost of a drilled well. In October 1983 the estimated

costs for various wells were (Mcpherson et al 1984):

— 35 sin machine drilled well 30 400 KES

- handpump well lined with concrete 22 300 KES

— shallow well lined with bricks 13 600 KES

— protected spring 4 000 KES

All cost estimates include materials, supplies, local salaries, fuel and trans-

portation costs and capital costs of vehicles.

For siting hand-dug wells a one—channel hammer seismograph (model Bison 1550)

has been used for one year by the end of 1985 with promising results. Hand-dug

wells are located more than 100 m from latrines or graves.

4.3.2 Construction of hand-dugwells

The best time to dig a well is at the end of the dry seasonwhen the water

table is at the lowest. During the dry seasonthe earth is also more stable

making it possible to dig without any wall supports.Wells dug during the rainy

season run dry during the dry months and are deepened later. Tools needed for

construction are buckets, rope ladder, shovel, haniner and chisel.

A schedule for hand digging and machine drilling is made and given to the well

corriinttees. It is based on the communities’ priorities and also on the resources

available in the project at that time since the completedwells and boreholes

should be equipped as soon as possible.

The community is given upto 4 weeks to dig the well to the water level. The well

diameters are 1,4 m. The soils in the project area are firm and in most cases

need for supporting the well sides during digging has not risen. The digging is

done by the community members either on rotation basis or a few persons have
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been paid by the members to dig. The average depth of wells is from 8 to 10 m

and the cost of digging the well is from 500 to 1500 I(ES. After reaching the

water level the well committee chairman informs the Western Project office.

In the past the Western Project used to have teams for well completion. Presently

completing the dug or drilled wells is done by local contractors who have been

trained by the project. There are 10 such contractors throughout the project

area. The contractor given the work in the areacollects the materials he cannot

find in the field from the project stores. Such materials include porous and

non—porousconcreterings, concretecovers for the wells, handpumpsand the

necessarypipes and fittings. A well needs 16 to 20 concreterings of 0,5 m

height. The two lowest concrete rings are porous while those above are non-

porous. The communitymembersbring the sandand stones requiredduring the

construction. Figure 13 shows the structure of a completed well ready for pump

installation.

Figure 13. A well ready for equipping in Busia District.
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The contractorsare paid for the labour and any other expenses by the project.

With a cost of a drilled well as 30 400 KES and that of a dug well as 2Z 300 KES,

the per capita cost of a drilled well comes to less than 150 KES and that of a

dug well lined with concreterings comes to about 100 KES. One well has 200 to

250 consumers.When the whole project is considered,however the per capita

cost is 505 KES.

It was not ininediately clear to the author why the per capita cost of the project

is more than three times the per capita cost of constructing a drilled well

consideringthat the project is basedon groundwaterwith the number of machine—

drilled wells nearly equal in number to the hand-dug wells. On average,a

machine-drilled well should be the most expensivetype of water supply in the

project. The per capita cost of 505 KES thus seemsto be on the higher side,

the cost of the expatriatestaff not withstanding.

4.3.3 Protection of springs

Over 2000 permanent springs have been identified in the project area. It is the

ultimate aim of the project to eventuallydevelopand protect the high yielding

of these springs.

During phase II (1986 — 1988) of the project 200 springs per year will be de-

veloped and protected. The following proposals have been recommended during the

phase II.

— Coirwnunity participation in spring protection should be enhanced with spring

conunittees formed and also training regarding the importance of protected springs.

This has been lacking during the phase I of the project.

- Where the yield allows, the use of hydrams for pumping water or use of

gravity reticulation to bring water to the village should be encouraged. Most of

the springs are situated in valleys. This makes to access difficult which results

in the coriinunity perceiving no real improvementto its water supply since tradi-

tionally the peoplehave walked down to the valleys to collect water.

- The community will make accessroads to the springs. Peoplewill also bring in

construction materials. The local tradesmen will be usedin construction of the

spring protection devices.
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— The cost of protecting springs is considered the simplest and lowest of all

improved water supplies. Springs also have an important advantage: they are

traditionally accepted.

The low coirununity participation in the spring protection programme has resulted

in poor maintenance for the springs. Only few springs have been fenced. This

leavesmany springs exposed to pollution.

Figure 14 shows the

(Kefinco 1985 a).

time schedule for well and spring construction prograniies

Time in weeks

Activity

Contact letter

Personal contact

Preparations

Siting and

siting meeting

Survey

L I

12 16 20

Activation

Construction

*~r~o1ewells

*H~i1d....rdugwells

*sprjngs

Training

—— 4

— — — — —I__________—-~-I

Figure 14. Coninunity activation

(Kefinco 1985 a).

and construction of wells and springs timetable

* Construction of wells or protection of springs may start after the community’s

siting if survey is not necessary.

4 8
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4.4 Operation and maintenance

4.4.1 Routine maintenance of wells

The well committeesappoint women in their areasas pump attendants.These

women should be living near the wells. They should be able to read, write and

understandthe Swahili language.The WesternProject hasdevelopedwork forms

that are usedby the pump attendantsin their work. These forms have to be

filled after every three days. If they are correctly and honestly filled, they

give the condition of the wells and the hartdpumps quite accurately. These forms

are suhiutted to the project Kakamega office monthly for well monitoring.

The pump attendantsare trained to understandwhat parts of a handpumprequire

a regular greasing.The attendantsalso keep the well compounds clean.

4.4.2 Repair during breakdown

T~.ropractices for repairing breakdowns of handpumpsare in operation.

1) Field repairmen

It is the ultimate goal of the project managementto have all the repair work

done by the local field repairmen.One repairmancan handle 50 - 60 wells.

The committeechairmanof the broken down well informs the local repairman

who will study the problem and the sparepartsrequired. The repairmanhas a

small store containing a number of spareswhich he buys from the project’s

I(akainega store. After the repair work the repairmanis paid for his services

on the spot by the well committee. He issues the coninittee with a receipt for

the money received.

At present the repairmen have been introduced only in two areas. These are South

and North Kabras Locations and parts of Malakisi West and South Bukusu Locations.
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2) Mobile repair team

After a handpump breakdown, the well committee chairman informs the Kakainega

office. He explains the nature of the breakdown - if he is able to recognise

it. He also tells how much money is available for the maintenance. The mobile

repair team moves to the site and repairs the breakdown. After the repair work

the team is paid for the service on the spot. The training team which moves

from one area to another within the project area may also inform the Kakamega

office of the wells with problems.

In some caseswell committees have beenwithout adequatefunds during a break-

down of their well handpuinp. The repair work in such cases is carried out and

the well committeegiven a date on which the money should be paid. This problem

of not being paid in time has been felt more by the pump repairmenwho are not

able to buy more spareparts from the project. This causes other wells to suffer

because of the lack of spareparts readily available at the repairman’s store.

Figure 15 shows the pump repairmanfrom South Kabras repairing a handpumpwhile

participants to the South Kabras pump attendant course look on. Figure 16 shows

the mobile repair team repairing a Mono handpump. The spareparts were not avail-

able. The pump was removed and taken to Nairobi where spares might be obtained.

The well is in a school compound.

‘yw ~
‘p

Figure 15. A pump repairman (with a cap) repairs a handpump in South Kabras in

Kakamega District.
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Figure 16. A mobile repair team repairing a Mono pump in Kakamega District.

The required spares were not available in the project area and they

were to be obtained over 400 km in Nairobi.

4.4.3 Administration and supply of spareparts

In the project many types of handpumps are in operation. Some of the handpumps

are on experimentand thus backedwith sparesby thosebehind the experiments.

However, the two coninonesttypes of handpumpsin the areaare India Mark II and

Nira AF—76. India Mark II is being producedin a village polytechnicwithin the

project area. The name of this village polytechnic is WesternCollege of Arts

and Applied Sciences (abbreviated WECO). Spareparts for the India Mark II are

therefore readily available. The Nira AF-76 comes from Finland. At present

imported spareparts are also readily available.

At present spareparts are obtained from Kakamega. There are plans to see if

these spares could be stocked in some shops nearer the wells. The coninittee

members or the pump repairmen could then buy the sparesfrom the shops.

Another option is to study what parts in a handpump wear out and after how long

a time. The well coninittees could then be advised to stock some of these parts.

It is safer for coninittees to stock spares than keep money. While money could be

misused, spareparts could be stored without any risk.
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4.5 Cost of maintenance and collection of revenue

The costs of spareparts depend on the type of the pump. Figures 17 and 18

show the sparepartcosts for the two commonestpumps in the area. The labour

chargesdependon the point where the breakdownoccurs (Kefinco 1985 a).

- Work done on the pump above ground level

— Work done down to the depth of 21 m

- Work done in depths of over 21 m

The maintenancecosts for wells betweenSeptember1984 and September1985 are

shown in table 7.

Table 7. Maintenance costs in KES

(Kefinco 1985 a).

betweenSeptember1984 and September1985

Kakamega Bungoma Busia Siaya

Dug wells/drilled wells

Number of repairs

Total cost (KES)

Cost/repair (KES) 208/146 137/211 141 /200 240/293

It is observedthat the presentannualmaintenance cost for a well is below

300 KES. Assuming a membership of 30 householdsper well, the cost per family

is 10 KES annually.

The revenuefor maintenance is supposed to be collected by the treasurerof

the well comnittee. The revenue is divided into two parts.

1) Membership fee

All the members in the well supply area are required to pay a membership fee.

The amountsof money paid vary but range from 10 - 20 KES per member.

50 KES

75 KES

100 KES

38/16 16/19 19/38 2/9

7912/2335 2186/4010 2680/7600 480/2640
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Part F’o. No. Off’

1 1

2 1

3

1

7 1

8 1

9 1~

Description

Head assembly

Front cover with

bolt and washer

Hex bolts with

nuts and washers

Handle bar with
bearing housing an~U
roller chain quide

~Tand1e axle with
nuts and washer

Water tank asse~biy

Stand assembly

Price each
sha

600/-

110/—

10/—

1+80/-

350/-

590/—

1380/—

.4

Figure 17. Price list of India Mark II (Kefinco 1985 a).
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CUP SEAL
RUBBER VALVE

FOOT VALVE HOUSING. BRONZE
FOOT VALVE GASKET. RUBBER

50 Shs
215
6g0
380
165
220
940

30
20

120

1100
60

105

20

260
260
/.00

Shs

I.

j,.

---~~

CYLINDER HEAD. BR0NZ~E

PUMP CYWNDER...SRASS

3°
30

260
70

Figure 18. Price list of NLra AF—76 (Kefinco 1985 a).
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The definition of a member is different in the well corrunittees. Some well

committees require the head of the family to be the member. In most of the

families the heads of families are men. Other committees require each household

to pay the membership fee, namely the women. The difference is that polygamy is

a corinnon practice in the project area and in cases where only the men pay for

membership, a man with more than one wife will effectively pay only for one of

his households.

The membershipfee is supposedto exceed1000 KES before the handpumpis equipped

by the project management.

2) Annual subscription

The amountsand the method of paying the annual subscription vary from one well

committee to another. The amounts paid range from 6 — 12 KES per household per

, which means between 0,50 - 1,00 KES per household per month. This is

quite a low price for reliable clean and safe water which nearly all Kenyan

rural families can afford.

The methods used in revenuecollection require a lot of improvement. Some house-

holds pay all the money required once a year, others pay a shilling now and

then, while others do not pay at all.

The main observed obstacle in revenue collection is record keeping. Most of the

well committees did not have records of all their members. Many of the records

kept were not up-to—date and were on temporary books with pages missing. This

unsatisfactory condition made many members suspicious.

During the field study in the project area the author proposed a format for

record keeping to the committee members.

1) All the householdsin the supply areashould be well documented.

2) The amount of money paid by eachmember and the time of payment should also

be kept.

3) The records should be kept in permanent hardcovered books.

4) The records should be available to any member of the water project.

Figure 19 shows a possible way of record keeping. Depending on the annual sub-

scription, it is possible to see who has paid his or her dues and who hasnot.



Well Number

Name of commit tee

Chairman

Location

001

ccr~
003

A~B. I~t~da

C.D. Kamu

N.B.

Figure 19. A possible format for membershiprecord keepingin the well committees.

During the dry seasons the well committeeshad more members. People were also

more willing to pay their annual subscriptions. When the rains caine peoplewent

back to the traditional sources.It is possible to see a woman collecting water

from a road pothole while 500 m away there is a well or borehole with clean and

better quality water. Figure 20 shows women collecting water from suchpools

during the rainy season.
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Year

Payment eachmonth in KES

~re of nuter Jan F~ 1~hr ~r M~iy Ji.re Juiy~ Sept Ctt Nv I~ Total

1,00 1,03 1,00 1,03 1,03 1,C0 1,00 1,11) 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,03

12,00 - - - - - - - - - - -

1,00 — 1,00 — — 3,00 — — 1,00 1,00

12,03
12,03

7,(IX)
(-5,03)

~: ~.

:~‘b:.

:~ ;~T.
~ ~ .I.~

Figure 20. Women collecting water from a pool in Busia District.
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5 COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION IN RURAL WATERSUPPLY DEVELOPMENT

PROJECTS IN NACHAKOS DISTRICT

5.1 Machakos IntegratedDevelopmentProgranirne

5.1.1 Description of the project and project area

The Machakos Integrated Development Programme (MIDP) is a pioneering project

in Nachakos District, in terms of population the largest district in Kenya.

This programme combines a concern for the development of Kenya’ s semi—arid

areas with a district focused approach to planning and implementation.

The project started with phase I in 1978. During the phase I which lasted upto

1981, there was not much community involvement in the project. All the work was

done by paid workers. Phase II started from 1982/1983and lasts upto 1985/1986.
During this phasecommunity contribution especially in form of free labour has

been emphasized. Phase III of the programme is expected to cover a period of

four years starting from 1986/1987 to 1990/1991 (Machakos Integrated Development

Programme1983).

The governmentdepartmentsdirectly involved in the NIDP phase II are:

1) Water Development,

2) Agriculture Development,

3) Livestock Development,

4) Cooperative Develoçment,

5) Rural Industry,

6) Forestry,

7) Social Services and Adult Education, and

8) Economic Planning.

During phase II of the prograi~nne the Kenyan government is expected to contrib-

ute 42,8 million KES or 21 % of the total project cost. The European Development

Fund (EDF) is requested to contribute 163 million KES. The water component

during this phase is 44 % of the total budget. Water related activities in the

MIDP include:

— water supply develo~inent for people as well as for livestock, anc!

- water catchmentareasprotection and afforestation.
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Macbakos District has an area of 14254 km2 and a population of over I million.

The population distribution varies very widely with the densities of over 180

persons/km2in the high potential central areas and under 15 persons/km2 in

the lower, less fertile, more arid northwestern part of the district.

The annual rainfall averages are over 1000 mm in the northernhills and less

than 500 sin in the south and southeast. According to the Ministry of Water

Development classification based on annual rainfall, the district is divided

into:

— 8 % high potential (over 1000 mm of rainfall),

— 18 % medium potential (750 - 1000 rim of rainfall), and

— 74 % low potential semi-arid (below 750 rim of rainfall).

There are not many permanent rivers in the district. Athi river which drains

most of the district is the only major perennial river. Tans river, the largest

river in Kenya, forms the northern boarder of the district. In many parts of

the district there are seasonal rivers that are filled with sand. During the

rainy seasons these rivers carry large volumes of water. During the dry seasons

subsurface flows in sand river beds are significant. These form the traditional

water sources in the district.

Springs are also limited to the high potential areas and on the Chyulu hills.

The groundwater resources have not been studied.

There are no district—specific data on rural income levels. Table 8 gives the

results of a rural survey on rural household income distribution for Eastern

Province of which Nachakos District is a part during 1974/1975 (Machakos Inte-

grated Development Programme1983).
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Table 8. Distribution of rural householdsby income groupsin KES, Eastern

Province 1974/1975 (Machakos Integrated Development Progranme 1983).

Below 0

O — 999

1000 — 1999

2000 — 2999

3000 — 3999

4000 — 5999

6000 - 6999

7000 and over

Total

Eastern Province (%)

5

9

25

13

14

13

14

7

100

5.1.2 Coordination betweenthe Ministry of Water Development

office) and Nachakos IntegratedDevelopmentProgramme

(Machakos

The organizationchart in figure 21 shows the coordination between the Ministry

of Water Development and the NIDP water component.

Figure 21. Coordination between MIDP and the Ministry of Water Developmentin

Nachakos District.
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In the MIDP water department there are three categoriesof staff. These are:

1) Expatriates

Expatriates are mainly water engineers. Most of them come from West Germany.

The head of the water department is an expatriate.

2) Ministry of Water Development staff

There is Ministry of Water Development personnel seconded to the programme.

All of them are techniciansor trainees from the ministry’ s training school.

3) MIDP local staff

The MIDP employs semi-skilled staff such as masons, mechanics, drivers and also

office staff such as accountants, clerics and typists.

The field workers are divided into five divisional teams:

1) Yatta divisional team,

2) Kibwezi division~i1team,

3) Kilome divisional team,

4) Nakueni divisional team, and

5) Machakos based team.

The divisional teamsare headedby technicianswho are secondedto the MIDP by

the Ministry of Water Development. Trainees from the ministry’s training school

are also attached to these teams for practical training.

The coordination of the activities of the NIDP and of the Ministry of Water

Development is done by a senior technician who is secondedto the MIDP by the

Ministry of Water Development. The district water engineer who is in charge of

coordinating all water development activities in the district is always informed

of the activities of the MIDP. The MIDP also shares the transport with the

district office whenever the need arises.

Regular meetings between the various departments working in the MIDP are held.

This makes it possible to work without duplicating the activities of the
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departments with similar operations, such as the Ministry of Water Development

and Departmentof Livestock in the provision of water for livestock or the

Ministry of Water Developi~nt and the Forestry Department in a water catchment

protection progranime.

5.1.3 Water supply development

The NIDP is involved in constructionof different categories of water supplies

in MachakosDistrict. Thesewater supplies may be classified into

- small low cost water projects and

- high altitude dams with gravity pipelines.

Corrinunity participation exists in both categories of water supplies. thw oper-

ation and maintenance costs for the latter category of water supplies makes it

be considered under low cost water supplies.

5.1.3.1 Small low cost water projects

Point water supplies are classified as small water projects in this programme.

During the phase II, potable water will be provided to nearly 74000 people
through small water projects. In the supply area small water projects include:

1) Sub-surface dams

Sub-surfacedams are constructedin the dry parts of the district where peren-

nial sandy rivers have traditionally provided water to the coninunities living

in these areas together with their livestock.

Through the various development committees - locational, divisional and district -

possible rivers are identified where some of the sub—surface darns can be con-

structed. The assistant geologists working in the divisional teams together

with the local community leaders survey the identified rivers to determine the

most suitable sites for sub—surface dams. In other cases the local ccMrlnunity has

formed a self-help group in order to contribute some money to construct a sub-

surface dam in its area. If such a self-help group is in an area within the five

divisional teams, the community gets MIDP assistance. In the dry areas the

walking distance to a sub-surfacedam water source is 2 — 3 km. In thesedry
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areas where the population density is under 15 persons/km2, one sub-surface

dam is expected to supply 200 - 400 persons together with their livestock.

In Machakos District these sub-surface darns are constructed using

- mortared rock walls and

— concrete wall.

When a suitable site for the dam has been identified, the community that has

initiated the project is required to excavate across the sandy river bed upto

the bed rock. The excavationis done during the dry seasonwhen the water level

in the sandy bed is the lowest. The community uses buckets to dewater the

excavation during the digging.

The semi—skilled labour such as masons and carpenters is provided by the MIDP

during the construction of the sub—surfacedam. When there is natural stone in

the area suitable for construction, mortared rock walls are preferred to con-

crete walls. They are cheaper to construct and the coninunity can participate

more by collecting the needed stones during the construction.

The MIDP buys all the materials needed for construction. If the materials cost

upto 10 000 KES, the divisional team leader buys without referring for clearance

from the Machakos office. If the materials needed cost more than 10 000 KES, the

purchases have to be approved at the Nachakos office.

Costs of sub-surfacedams dependon the materials used. Sub-surfacedams made

from concrete walls are the most expensive. In Machakos District the per capita

cost of sub-surface dams with a well equipped with a handpump is 300 - 500 KES.

Water is obtainedfrom the sub-surfacedam mainly in two ways.

— Wells are sank in the sand reservoir behind the dam wall. Some of the wells

have been equippedwith handpurnps.In others the community uses buckets to draw

water. The wells are located at the sides of the streams so that the well sites

are above the high flood level. Thesewells are hand—dug by the community. MIDP

installs concrete rings in the wells to prevent the sand from collapsing.

- Horizontal perforated pipes are run into the sand upstream of the dam at a

depth of 0,5 - 1,0 m above the river bed. These perforated pipes are connected
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to a pipe passing through the dam wall to a tapstanddownstreamof the dam.

In some cases cattle traps to supply water to livestock have also beenprovided

downstreamof the dam.

2) hand—dug shallow wells

The well digging programmewithin the MIDP is being managedby two Dutch

volunteers. This programme relies very much on self-help labour.

The users form well committees.The well committeesthrough their locational

development coninittee ask for assistance which includes handpumps and concrete

rings needed for well lining either from the government or the non—government

organizations.

The community selects the well site. Normally wells are located in places which

traditionally have been excavated during the wet seasons to provide water.

When the coninunity gets to the water level, the MIDP provides concrete rings

and all the construction materials that cannot be obtained locally. The NIDP

supervisesthe completing of the wells. After the well has been completed, the

MIDP installs a handpi.unp to the well. The average depth of wells that have been

constructed is 5 m. Already over 30 wells equipped with handpumps have been

completed.

The communitymembersoperateand maintain their wells. The Dempster bandpump

has performed poorly and the community members felt that it was not the right

handpumpfor Machakos.

5.1.3.2 High altitude darnswith gravity pipelines

Earth dams are sited and constructed at high altitudes. Pipelines are then

laid from damns to the low lying areaswhere water flows by gravity to the

consumers.

The siting of large dams requires technical knowledge. Thus the community’s

capacity and capability of selecting the correct dam sites is limited. Siting

and construction of the dams are done by the NIDP. Heavy machinery is used for

the dam construction.
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The reticulation system is also designed by the MIDP staff. After the pipe-

line routes have beenmarked the NIDP managementapproachesthe local admin-

istration in order to mobilize the beneficiaries of the water supply to trench

for the pipelines. For some time the community turns up in great numbers.

Progressivelythe number of those turning up diminishes until after a month

nobody comes. Additionally some of those turning up are either old women or

young children who are not able to do any work. The MIDP’s experiencewith

community physical involvement in piped water supplies has been disappointing.

In one project after one month a community with 100 members trenched only

300 m or 3 in per person per month. During the field study three causeswere

identified for this apathy from the community.

- During phase I those people who worked in the programme were paid. Similarly

those working in other departments within the MIDP were also paid. In phase II

some of the departmentsare payingwhile the water department is not paying.

— Some of the communities have had bad experiencewith piped water supplies.

They argued that many times piped water suppliesdid not give any water. When

water flowed some communities used all the water for irrigation while others

suffered.

— Coninunity participation within the NIDP did not seemwell organized. The work

of mobilizing the community was left to the field staff who did not have any

training on how to handle the community.

Operationand maintenanceof many of the piped water supplies posed serious

problems to the communities, such as:

— The water was not treated although it was clear that the quality of water

from the open earth dams was poor. Many of the water suppliesdid not have

treatment plants while those with treatment plants lacked chemicals quite

often.

- Some of the water supplies had over 60 km of pipeline running throughout the

supply areawith a number of control valves. Without properly trained persons

to run these water supplies, there were often problems. The Ministry of Water

Development was called from time to time to repair such water supplies. The

ministry was also contemplatingtaking over some of the water supplies which

were not being run properly.
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Although therewere a ni..imber of piped schemesthat were operatingquite

smoothly, the MIDP managementas well as the district water engineer recom-

mendedthat large piped water supplies with treatment plants should not be

left to the community entirely.

5.1.3.3 Revenue collection for maintenance and renewal of handpumps

There was no standardprocedureto be followed by all the well committeesin

the exercise of revenue collection. The MIDP had only given guidelines regarding

revenue collection. Each well committee was advised to collect 500 — 1000 ICES

annually for handpurnp maintenance and another 500 - 1000 KES annually that

would be used to renew the handpumps.

From talking to a number of well coninitteesit was clear that the money for the

renew was not being collected. The main reasons why the money for handpump

renewal was not collected were:

— Somewell coimmiitteeshad only 30 members. For the members to contribute 1000 —

2000 KES annually for both maintenance and handpump renewal meant 30 - 65 ICES

per household annually. Some members of the community perceived this to be too

high a cost of water from a well.

- The handpumpmake (Dempster)used in the wells has shown poor performance.

The communities are not willing to have the handpumps renewed.

- The communities fear that the money so contributed may be embezzled because

there was no proper record keeping.

During breakdownsthe well committees report to the MIDP Machakos office. The

maintenanceteam from Machakosmoves and repairs the breakdown. The coniminity

is charged for the spareparts only.

5.1.4 Water catchment protection

In the recent past (about 30 years ago) there existed many permanentsprings

throughout many parts of the Machakos District. These springs originated from

protected indigenous forests. They provided clean water to the inhabitants of

the district. These springs exist not any more.
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With a fast increasing population during the last 20 years (the population

of Machakos District has nearly doubled since 1965), there has been an in-

creased pressure on land, resulting in clearing of many forests. Some forests

have been cleared for charcoal burning and others to give way to farming. As

a result many springshave dried up.

Within the agriculture department of MIDP there is a soil conservationteam

that has a programme of stabilizing selected small catchments by means of

terrace construction, cut off drains, gully stabilization and reclamation

and tree planting. The soil conservation team has been educating the community

on how to perform the above mentioned works. Women groups have provided valuable

contribution through free labour. The MIDP has provided these groups with the

trees for planting and at times the needed tools like wheelbarrows, spades

and mattocks.

The sub—surfacedams are also exposed to pollution from livestock moving on the

sandbed upstreamof the darn. Figure 22 shows a case of pollution by livestock.

Figure 23 shows an open well for livestock next to a well. The quality of water

in the open well was very poor and there was a risk of contaminating the well

for human water supply. To prevent pollution of sub-surface dam water supplies,

the coninuriity members in each water supply have been advised to fence the

storage sand bed upstream of the dam.

1.. -

Figure 22. Pollution of a sub—surface dam by livestock in Nachakos District.
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Figure 23. A polluted open well next to a protected well in Nachakos District.

5.2 Non-governmental organizations in water supply development

5.2.1 Non—governmental organizations working in Machakos District

The NGOs with direct affiliation with a church organization working in Machakos

District are:

— Catholic Machakos Diocese and

- National Christian Council of Kenya (NCCK).

The main non—churchgroupsworking in the district are:

- African Medical & Research Foundation (ANREF),

- Care Kenya and

- Freedom from Hunger.

4.

~ :~:~“~
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There are interancy water development meetings held under the overall super-

vision of the district water engineer to coordinate activities within the

water sector.

The high success rate among these organizations depends on:

— the high degreeof community participation,

— the organizations are dominated by development conscious Kenyans who are

determined to bring about meaningful and lasting changes,

- the organizationshave experiencein handling and mobilizing local commun-

ities by the nature of work they do among the communities.

In this study the work of Catholic church and ANREF are considered.

5.2.2 Roof catchment by Catholic Diocese of Machakos

The project covers the whole of Machakos District. First the community forms

groups of at least ten households. The group then applies for assistance from

the diocese. The assistanceis in form of materials and qualified masonswho

can train the community’s masons how to construct leak-proof concrete tanks.

The Diocese Development Office (DDO) is the implementing organ of the diocese.

It provides the group with a mould for constructing the cement ring tanks. A

trained masonwho in turn trains a local mason during the constructionof the

first two tanks within the group is also provided. After this training the

coninunity takes over the construction of the tanks. The local mason is paid

a nominal fee of 150 ICES for each tank he constructs.

The cost of materials for completing a tank is 1500 ICES. However, the diocese

sells the materials to the community at a reduced price of 1000 ICES. It also

donates materials for one storage tank that has to be constructedat a public

place within the community.

Many of the members of the coni-nunity involved are poor. Each member cannot raise

once the required amount of money enough for a tank. All the members of the

community contribute a fixed amount of money for one member. After a specified

time, which normally is one month, they contribute for another member. This

goeson until all the members have a tank.
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During the construction each member is requiredto provide for himself or

herself the materials that can be obtained locally. These include sand, stones

and water for construction.

Some communities do not have roofs appropriate for harvesting rainwater. In

some parts of the district, such as Yatta Division, there are women groups

that have decided to build iron sheet roofed housesthat should facilitate

harvesting clean rainwater.

5.2.3 Kibwezi Shallow Well Project by African Medical and Research

Foundation

With the aid from the Netherlands, the African Medical and Research Foundation

(ANREF) started a community health programmein Kibwezi Division of Machakos

District. Coninunity health workers from the community were recruited to work

in the community health programme.Thesecommunity health workers who were

required to read and write English were given on-site training by ANREF.

During this community health programme it was realized that many of the

diseasesprevalent in the area could not be eradicatedwithout an improved

water supply.

The shallow well project started in 1983 with a view to improve water supply

in the area. The programme is funded by the Netherlands. The community health

workers together with other community leaders mobilize the community within

their area to form well committees. Well sites are identified. The community

health workers organize the community in digging the well to the water level.

ANREF which has a store and also a concrete ring making apparatus provides

the materials that can not be collected on site to the well committees. A

local n~sonis appointedby the community to complete the well. The masonis

paid by ANREF. Today 14 wells equippedwith handpurnpshave been completed.

According to the engineer in chargeof the Kibwezi ~iallow Well Project, the

cost of a well consists of:

— construction materials 5 000 KES

— transport of materials 4 000 KES

- overheads 6 000 ICES

- handpumpand pipes 10 000 KES
25 000 KESTotal
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One well has 200 — 400 consumers. The per capita cost of a well is therefore

65 — 125 KES.

The wells are operated by pump attendants who are nominated by their commun-

ities. The pump attendants who are mostly men are given training on how to

repair the handpumpson site. The wells are operated at specific times. The

pump attendant opens the handpump from 6 - 9 o’ clock in the morning and

from 3 - 6 o’ clock in the afternoon. Other times the handpump remains closed.

The well committees are required to collect funds for maintenance of their

handpumps. Sparepartsare available at Kibwezi’s ANREF stores.
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6 COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION IN KWALE DISTRICT CONMUNTTY WATER

SUPPLY DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

6.1 South Coast Handpump Project

6.1 .1 Description of the project and project area

Traditionally the people of Kwale District and especially those living along

the coastal strip have relied on groundwater for their water supplies. In

this area there are over 150 open wells, some of which are more than 100

years old. The water is generally of good quality.

In 1981 Kenya confirmed its intention to participate in the UNDP/World Bank

project for the testing and technological development of handpumps for rural

water supply (Arlosoroff et al 1984). South Coast was selected as a suitable

area for this project for the following reasons:

- Water table which is hardly 50 m below the ground level was ideal for hand—

pump use.

- Groundwater supply was acceptable to the local community.

— Occasional outbreaks of cholera in the area made it necessary to protect

the open wells.

This project is known as South Coast Handpump Project and covers Diani and

Nsainbweni Locations of Kwale District. The area is 300 km2 with a population

of nearly 50 000 people.

The community living iih the project area is predominantly Muslim. Unlike else-

where in Kenya where each family lives on its own piece of land, the South

Coast people live in villages of 20 - 200 households. With the family size of

6 - 8 persons per household each village has 120 — 1600 persons.

6.1.2 Project implementation

The project construction work took place from late 1983 to June 1985. The

project was financed by a grant from SIDA chanelled through UNDP and super—

vised by the Ministry of Water Development and the World Bank group. The aims

of this project were:
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- To increase dependability and reduce costs of rural groundwater supply

projects utilizing handpumps through the development and testing of simple

reliable handpumps that can be produced locally and maintained at the

village level.

— To provide low—cost point source water supplies to the rural communities

through community involvement in decision making, construction and operation

and maintenance.

The project had technical and community liason personnel. The work of community

liason was done by two sociologists who were seconded to the project by a NGO

called Kenya Water for Health Organization (KWAHO). The KWAHO sociologists

were assisted by community based extension workers from the community. The

community liason officers helped the community to form well committees which

consisted of 5 — 9 members as follows:

— Chairman: The chairman could be either a man or a woman. The chairman did not

need to know how to read and write.

- Secretary: The secretary was preferably a young man who could read and write

the Kiswahili language.

— Treasurer: Older women were preferred for the post of treasurer.

The number of men and women for each coninittee was nearly the same.

The well committees together with the community liason personnel identified

new well sites. All the new wells in the project were machine drilled. During

the construction of the drilled wells the community provided construction sand

and hard core. Over 80 handpumps were installed in about 70 new wells. Although

nearly 150 traditional wells were identified, less than 10 of these were

equipped with handpumps. There are two reasons why many old wells were not

equipped with handpumps.

1) Most of the wells are large in diameter, some larger than 2 m. Therefore

it was technically difficult to cover these wells. Figure 24 shows an old open

well in South Coast.

2) The community had seen an earlier programme by the Ministry of Health and

UNICEF basedon covering the open wells and equipping them with handpumps, to

fail.
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The community felt that it would be left without any water supply if all the

wells were covered and then the handpumps failed. It proposed that the wells

would be covered once the people knew how to repair the handpumps installed

in the drilled wells.

Figure 24. A traditional open

difficult to cover

The average cost for a drilled

51 200 KES as shown in table 9

well in Kwale South Coast. It was technically

these wells with large diameters.

and handpumpfitted well is approximately

(Norconsult 1985).

Table 9. Cost per drilled well in ICES in June 1985 (Norconsult 1985).

Item Cost/ICES

Direct cost per well
(to average depth of 27 m) 17 600

Indirect cost per well 33 600

Total cost per well 51 200
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Assuming 250 consumers per well the total per capita cost for a drilled hand—

pump fitted well is just over 200 KES. Figure 25 shows a completed drilled

well. Washing basins have been provided in each well.

a

Figure 25. Washing basins have been provided in

the South Coast.

all the constructed wells in

6.1.3 Training of women for handpump maintenance

The project has decided to train women only as maintenance personnel. A number

of well committees with villages near each other were asked to nominate a young

woman of good character. The woman selected was to be a full time resident of

the area and able to read and write. From the 80 well committees within the

project area, 24 women were nominated. These women were given a two week

theoretical training on the following:

— how to detect defects in handpumps,

- fast out-wearingparts of handpumps,

- working principles of handpumps,

- installation of handpumpsin the well.
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Besides these fields the women were taught other subjects such as water—borne

diseases, communicating skills and book-keeping.

The theoretical training was conducted in a village polytechnic within the

project area. Instructors to this course included KWAHOstaff and the Ministry

of Health staff in the district.

The practical training is still going on. The women are being trained in

groups of five. The field training i~being given by the UNDP maintenance team.

The coninunity liason personnelreports the breakdownsto the UNDP maintenance

team. This team has the names of the trainee women from the area where the

breakdownhas occurred. The women who have also beeninformed about the break-

down are collected by the UNDPteam. Both the women team and the UNDP team

repair the breakdown. In some cases the women repair the handpumps while the

maintenance team watches the progress. The women teams are capable of repairing

the handpumps. However, the women need more confidence in themselves. During

the author’s field study in the area, these women were often saying that they

cannot work alone. They claimed that the work of handpumprepairing requires

physical strength. Figure 26 shows both the UNDP team and the women team during

a handpump repair.

There were three factors that were hindering the field training:

- The water supply project has over 10 different types of handpumps. One women

team might have to deal with three or more handpump types. This tended to cause

confusion to the women. However, the project will install fewer handpump types

after the field study is completed.

- The women work voluntarily in the project. They felt that they should be paid

at least for the hours they spend in the maintenance work. Husbandsor parents

of these maintenance women also wantedthem to be paid.

- Some of the community members questionedthe choice of young women for hand—

pump maintenance. They wondered what would happen when these women were married

outside the project area.
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Figure 26. A UNDP team and a women maintenance team repairing a handpump in

the South Coast Handpump Project.

6.1.4 Collection of revenuefor maintenance

Although the project is maintained by UNDP employed maintenance team, the

well committees have been advised by the community liason officers to collect

revenue that would be available for the handpump maintenance when the project

was handed over to the community.

The amount of money collected from each household is between 0,50 - 1,00 KES

per week. The money is collected on Fridays when the community members go

for prayers in the mosque. By February 1986 some well committeeshad collected

upto 4000 ICES.
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The money is banked in commercial banks within the district. KWAHOextension

workers have been helping the well committees in opening bank accounts. Pass-

port size photos are required by the banks from the account bearers. The

extension workers have arranged with a photographer who moves from one well

committee to another for these photos.

T~js not clear how the money will be spent. The supply of spareparts for the

handpumps has not been established. It is proposed that the spareparts will be

purchased either from Kwale town at the distance of over 30 km from the project

or from Mombasa town at the distance of 50 km from the project. It was not

either clear how the women maintenance teams would be compensated. It is

most likely that they would not be motivated if they worked for long hours

without any form of reward.

6.1.5 Cleaning of well compounds

Well compounds in all the water supplies in this project are kept very clean.

The grass is always cut short and all the rubbish burnt. The work of cleaning

the wells is done either by women or by children.

The well committees have formed a roaster for the work of well compound

cleaning. Each household has a particular day for the work. This roaster is

pined on a notice board at the well compound or on a tree near the well

compound. Families with small children delegatethe work to the children.

Small vegetable gardens have also been established on the well compounds.

The household nearest the well takes care of the garden. The proceeds from

the sale of the vegetables go to the well bank account.

The community living in the area does not keep livestock and hence there is no

need to fence the well compounds to protect’ them from animal waste pollution.

The community members normally wash their clothes at the well site. During

construction washing basins were provided for each well. Water from the washing

basin is drained away from the well site.

When the author asked the well committees why they kept their well compounds

so clean, two reasons were given:
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— The Muslim religion had a lot of influence on the ways of life of the

community. To keep both wells and latrins clean is a way of life to a

community of the Islamic faith.

- Malaria is prevalent in the area. Bushes and grass near the well compound

are cut short to prevent mosquitoes from breeding.

6.2 Kwale District Community Water and SanitationProject

6.2.1 Scope of the project

Kwale District CommunityWater and Sanitation Project started in July 1985.

It is an extension of the South Coast Handpump Project and covers the whole

district. Kwale District in Coast Province has an areaof 8 250 km2 and an

estimatedpopulation of 350 000 inhabitants. The project has the following

features (Norconsult 1985):

— limited inputs from outside in order to facilitate community participation,

— provision of assistanceto organizedcommunities that have expressed desire

and shown commitment to participate in the project 2ctivities,

— simple suitable technologiesthat allow for on—going community based

maintenance and repair of point sourcewater ~pplies,

— local manufacture of equipment used for the water supply.

From a water resources viewpoint, the district is divided into four areas as

shown in table 10.

Table 10. Principal project areas and water supply activities in Kwale Project

(Norconsult 1985).

Activity _____________________________________

Rainwater harvesting

Drilled boreholes equipped with handpumps

Constructionof subsurfacedams

Spring protection and useof minor gravity
reticulation

Drilled wells equipped with handpumps

Rehabilitation of old wells

Constructionof dug wells equipped with hand-
pumps

Area

Hinterland

Tsimba Hills

East of Tsimba Hills

Coastal strip
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6.2.2 Project organization and management

The project is being implementedby the “project implementationteam”

cornpri~ingof three main groups:

- health and community services,

— technical services,

— administration.

Figure 27 shows the organization chart for the implementationteam. Presently

the following organizations are participating in the project:

- Ministry of Water Development(MoW])),

- Ministry of Health (MoH),

— Ministry of Culture and Social Services (MoCSS),

— !JNDP,

- SIDA, and

- Kenya Water for Health Organization (KWAHO).

With so many organizations it is questionableif the members from different

organizationswill work as a coordinatedteam. In the field there is going

to be duplication of activities and a lot of underemployment, especially

within the health and community services. The training and evaluation section

alone has four university social science graduates. There are field extension

officers ‘who come from the areaworking under thesegraduates.From the

Ministry of Culture and Social Services there are the aminunity development

assistants and the district ccxiinlinity development officer.

During the author’s field study in the area in February 1986, community mobi—

lization was going on in the hinterland - far ahead of the implementation

schedule. There was therefore danger of losing the communities’ enthusiasm

if the mobilization was not followed within a short time (less than 10 weeks)

by the implementation.

Although the project is being implemented by government departments, the

following factors not found within governmentorganizationsexist:

— The vehicles used in the project do not bear GK (Government of Kenya) number

plates but ordinary private ones.
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- The government officers working in the project are allowed by the project

management to drive the project vehicles.

There are advantages and disadvantages of such an arrangement. The project

does not have to employ many drivers, which reduces the overhead costs of

the project. However, there is a possibility for misuse of the project vehicles

by the officers if proper control does not exist.
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7 DISCUSSION ON STRENGTHENING CONMTJNITY PARTICIPATION

7.1 Guidelines to improve community participation in the three

projects

7.1.1 Community mobilization

In terms of providing the services to the consumers, the Western Project has

been highly successful. The project has a well defined community mobilization

strategy. This community mobilization includes:

— Preparing the consumers to benefit from the improved water supply. This is

done by using audio-visual aids to educate the connnurlity on the relationship

between water and diseases.

- Organizing the con-rnunity to contribute to the development of the water

supplies in its area. This contribution consists of time, labour and money.

— Arranging courses for community based pump attendants. These courses are

organizedto take place near the water supplies within the communities.

— Training of cormiunity based repair personnel.

— Involving the Ministry of Culture and Social Services in community mobiliz-

ation. The ministry has a qualified personnel (especially women) to handle

coo’zni.mity members in community based projects.

It is therefore recommendedthat the community participation strategy adopted

in the Rural Water Supply Development Project should be institutionalized in

all community based water supplies. There should be only modifications to suit

eachconinunity’s conditions and cultural values. But as it is now each

community basedprograzmecomesup with its own strategymerely to study if

coritnunity participation is feasible. This wastesboth time and money.

In the Kwale Ftoject women were being trained to maintain handpumps.This

approachwas found by the author to have the following advantages:

- The women trained visited their wells every day to draw water. If there was

a small problem with the handpump, it would be rectified before it becameserious.
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- When the women from the coninunity saw their folk women repair handpumps,

they also wanted to learn to repair the handpumps. Thus there will be more

people in the community who know how to repair the community handpump. Men

were also curious to seewomen doing what was thought to be a man’s job.

Thesemen were willing to help the women in heavy duties.

In the MIDP the coninunity was required to collect funds for maintenance as

well as for replacing the handpumps after their economical life was over.

In the other projects the community was required to collect only funds for

handpumpmaintenance.The number of handpumpsbeing installed in these

projects was big. The Western Project alone plans to have nearly 7000 hand—

pumps installed. To replace these handpumps after their economical life will

require a large sum of money. These projects should therefore have long term

plans regarding the role of the community in thesewater supplies.

During the field study it w~sfo~n~that the community liason person~lshnld

be as close as possible to the community it serves. The coninunity appreciates

more officers who identify themselves with the coninunity. If it is possible

the officers should mix with the community formally and informally. In this

project the corrinunity liason officers interacted with the community only at

the official level. After the work the officers were driven to Mombasa over

50 km where they were staying every day although there were places to stay

within the project. This also raised the cost of the project which was

supposed to be a low—cost water project.

In communitybasedwater supplieswhat is neededis not a very highly qualified

personneleither in sociology or in technology. What is neededis people who

can live under the same environment as the comrminity. If houses are not avail-

able in the project, the community liason officers should be able to stay in

tents. This is what was happening in the Rural Water Supply Development

Project in Western Province. The training team stayed in tents during the

field work.

7.1.2 Coordination between the projects and the Ministry of Water

Development

Theactivities of the MIDP and those of the Ministry of Water Developmentin

MachakosDistrict were well organized. There were regular meetings also between

the various departments working within the MIDP which were necessary to avoid

conflicting views about community participation within the programme.
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Hence for effective coninunity participation the different organizations and

departmentsworking within the conurunity should work as a team. This is all

the more important because the same community members involved in water

supply projects are involved in soil conservation, school construction,

health centre construction and food production. Without coordination between

the different departments it is easy to constraint the community which might

result in a negative attitude towards community participation.

A greater coordination between the Western Project and the Ministry of Water

Developmentat both the districts and the province is needed. This could be

through regular meetings between the project and the ministry’s Provincial

Water Engineer in Kakamega. During the author’s field study in the project

area, the community members would say to the project personnel in the field

that they should come and provide them with water because they do not know

when the Ministry of Water Developmentcomes to construct a water project in

that area. The community needs to be told that the WesternProject is a

government project and Kefinco was one of the government’s agencies in water

supply development -

A water body to he responsiblewhen the implementationphaseof theseprojc~ts

is over needs to be identified now. Theseprojects cannot be left to the

communities without a water agency to monitor parameterssuchas water quality,

availability of sparepartsand increase in water demand within the coninunity

and how to provide for this increaseddemand.This agencycould be a government

ministry such as the Ministry of Water Development, the Ministry of Health or

the Ministry of Culture and Social Serviceswhich is in chargeof all. coninunity

basedprojects. The agencycould also be a non-governmentalorganization.

7.2 Low-cost water sujply development

The Ministry of Water Developmentneedsto encouragethe community in con-

structing low—cost water supplies. The main low—cost water supplies feasible

in Kenya are:

1) Rainwaterharvesting

All the government institutions such as schools, health centres and buildings

in the rural areasshould harvestas much rainwater falling on their roofs as

possible. In schools the parents could be asked to make excavation for under-
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ground tanks. They could also be organized to provide the locally available

materials. The Ministry of Water Development through the locational development

commit tees would provide the skilled personnel and the materials not locally

available.

Other methodsof rainwater harvestinginclude rock catchmentand storageof

runoff water under sandbeds. Thesemethodswhich are currently being imple-

mented in Kitui and NachakosDistricts could be extended to other areas.

2) Well constructionprogrammes

The full groundwaterpotential of the country needs to be studied. Where the

grotimdwater level pez~its, wells equipped with handpumps should be constructed.

Groundwater often does not need treatment which makes it very appropriate for

rural communities.

With community participation the per capita cost of water supply based on

wells and handpumps in Kenya is between 100 and 250 KES. The average per

capita cost of piped water supply is over 1000 KES — hence four to ten times

more expensive.Since 60 to 70 % of the people would be supplied through a

water kiosk in caseof piped water, the level of service from sucha piped

water supply for the majority of the people is the same as from a well

equippedwith a handpump.The maintenancecosts for a well equippedwith a

handpumpare 300 KES per year. The operation andmaintenancecosts for a

pumping piped water supply supplying 250 people at 10 1/h/d are nearly 2200 KES.

(It is assumedthat the operationand maintenance costs of water are 2,40 KES

per m3.)

3) Protectedsprings

Springsare the traditional water sources for coninunities living in the high

rainfall regions of Kenya. These regions include Western Province, many

parts of Nyanza Province, Central Province and some parts of Coast Province.

One of the disadvantagesof springs is their poor accessibility. Springs could

be mademore acceptableto the communitiesas improved water supplies by using

gravitation to deliver water to the communities living downstream of these

springs.
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7.3 Handpump development and availability of spareparts

There is a progranirne in the South Coast Project which is trying to develop a

handpump suitable for community based water supplies. Kenya Industrial

Estates together with the World Bank and UNDPhave already produced one hand-

pump which is going to be tested in the South Coast Water Project.

Nira AF-76 handpump is commonly used in Kenya in the Western Project as well

as in Tanzania. It might be advantageous to produce the direct action Nira

pump in Kenya or Tanzania. This would ensure constant supply Nira pumps

which according to the findings in the South Coast Handpurnp Project are

suitable for shallow wells of less than 20 m deep.

The India Mark II manufactured in the Western College of Arts and Applied

Sciences (WECO) in Kakamega needs to be re—designed so that the handle axle

can easily be removed when replacing bearings. As it is now, the handle axle

jams in the head assembly hole. During the author’s field study the handpump

repair team had to use excessive force to remove the jammed handle axle when

replacing the bearings. On one occasionthe handle axle threads were destroyed

by a heavy hammer used to remove it. Hammering also weakensother parts of
the pump.

The availability of sparepartsthroughout the project areaswould be enhanced

if some shopkeepers were encouraged to stock handpump spareparts. Shopkeepers

stocking bicycle spares would be ideal.

7.4 Non—governmental organizations

The per capita cost of water supplies constructed by NGO~is lower than that

constructed by larger organizations. The per capita cost of a shallow hand-dug

well by ANREF is less than 125 KES while the per capita cost of a similar well

by Kefinco is over 400 KES. Therefore the role of NGOs in low—cost conununity

based water supplies should be encouraged.

Some of the smaller NGOs have not been equally effective. The number of NGOs

working within water supply development in rural areas should therefore be

monitored because the poor performance of some of them could spoil the good

work done by others.
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Some NCOs, especially those from outside Kenya, have brought unfamiliar

equipmentin the country. When suchequipmentbreaks down sparepartsare not

available. NGOs should therefore be advised to help rural water supplies with

equipment that has sparepartslocally available.

7.5 Upgradable water supply projects

In the Western Project some of the machine drilled wells give high water

yields of upto 20 m3/h. With a suhnersible pump such a well could easily

produceover 100 m3/d. The diameter of these wells is however small, only

100 am. Wells of larger diameters (over 150 nm) should be drilled in public

places such as markets and large schools. When electricity becomes available

these wells in public places may easily be equipped with electric submersible

pumps. Either more people than the estimated250 persons per well would be

supplied or more water would be supplied to the same people.
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8 CONCLUSION

The current development budget of Kenya government is not adequate at present

to supply piped water for the whole rural population estimated to be over

26 million by the year 2000. If the government’s objective of providing an

improved water supply to all by the year 2000 is to be realized, the rural

communitiesmust be mobilized to augment the government’sefforts. Technol-

ogies to be usedin rural water supply developmentneed to be reviewed so

that domestic resourceslike labour, materials and animal transportation

could be employed.

From Kenya’s past history in collununity participation the following inferences

are made:

1) Water supplies that are imposed to unpreparedconinunitiesare bound to

fail.

2) If a community is forced to participate in water supply activities, event-

ually the water supplies will be neglected.

3) Conununities need proper technical guidance in water supply development.

If peoplewithout proper know-how are involved in water supply designsand

construction, the water supplies will not operateproperly.

It is therefore necessaryto developa strategy like the one used in the

coninunity basedRural Water Supply DevelopmentProject in WesternKenya.
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